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Comments Further to our original consultation response, we would like to make the following
observations in regard to the amended plans and planning details; We were obviously
pleased that the designers have confirmed that the plans were wrong in showing a fire
escape opening directly onto a carriageway, the outward opening doors would have blocked
any vision for patrons, that could be unfamiliar with the building, walking straight out in
front of cars. We welcome the acknowledgement that the low level kitchen extraction
exhaust would cause a nuisance to the nearest noise-sensitive properties and we believe
that our suggestion of the use of the chimney is a positive move towards to finding an
acceptable solution for the relocation of the industrial kitchen. It would appear that the
designers have a more detailed specification, and the full details of the complete
extraction/ventilation design . We request that the details are shared regarding its
compliance with BS4142:2014, specifically; the sound source will have a low impact and the
level of filtration for odour needs clarification. We note that the new kitchen windows are
double glazed, and that the new ventilation system has been designed so not to rely on
openable windows. Therefore to stop windows being opened and causing a noise disturbance
to the nearest noise-sensitive properties we seek confirmation that the new windows are
non-openable. Also, we are extremely concerned that the Ventilation dormer air intake
design is not in keeping with this listed building in the conservation area. They have the
potential to change the street scene and cause noise transfer to the surrounding area, a low
level solution should be sought to help design out the system becoming a nuisance.
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